
Thread is looping 

Follow the instructions below if you are experiencing thread looping 

The proper tension on your machine will provide you with a strong seam on the material you are sewing. 

Loops will appear on the top surface of the fabric if the upper tension is too tight or if the lower 
thread is threaded incorrectly. 

1. Reduce the tension by turning the upper tension control dial to a lower number. 
 
2. Check the bobbin 
 
   - Remove the bobbon from the bobbin case and place it in the bobbin case so that the thread unwinds 
in the correct direction. 
 
   - While holding the bobbin in place with your finger, pass the thread through the slit in the needle plate. 

Loops will appear on the bottom of the fabric if the upper tension is too loose. 

1. The upper threading could be threaded incorrectly 
 
   - Remove the tangled thread (if any). 
 
   - Rethread the machine correctly, go to How to thread the machine for more details. 
 
2. Increase the tension control dial to a higher number. 

For NV Series 

1. Adjust the needle thread tension by pressing the minus (-) or the plus (+) key on the LCD screen, as 
shown on the picture below. 

Handwheel does not turn or is tight 

Follow the steps below if your handwheel does not turn or is tight  

  

 CAUTION 
The pulley on the machine should turn freely. By forcing the hand wheel to turn, you could do further 
damage to your machine. 

1. Try to turn the handwheel toward the back of the machine to free up the locked handwheel. 

2. Check to make sure that the upper tension is not tangled up.  

     - Re-thread the machine and check if that frees up the handwheel.  

https://help.brother-usa.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/134486/session/L2F2LzEvdGltZS8xNTg1MDQ0MzEzL2dlbi8xNTg1MDQ0MzEzL3NpZC9mVW4wWkpMajFnY0V2dzVUOERYUjhMUTFzUlNBZ3dCTnVkWkZTdThUUm1EVW8lN0VkbVZfN3JyVjd5Rk9qMTk0bGNaWUpEJTdFV0g5cDF4a25LMkEzcU5TRWRRUjY1UWowZXAzQnJvUFdaZHpFbjlyR2NRcm1udmt2SmdRJTIxJTIx


3. Remove the bobbin case and see if the handwheel turns. 

     - Does the handwheel turn freely? 

          - If Yes, re-install the bobbin case using the steps in the manual and see if the handwheel turns 
freely. 

          - If No, go to Step 4. 

4. Turn the machine off and take the needle plate off the machine and the bobbin case 

     - Confirm that there is no thread jam in the hook area.  

     - Clean any debris that is in the hook area. 

     - Turn the machine back on. 

5. Turn the handwheel toward you once again to see if it is locked. 

Sometimes the bobbin case can be out of place and will not allow the handwheel to turn. If you 
broke a needle and it fell into the shuttle area, it can also cause the handwheel to jam up. 
 
6. If the issue remains, your machine will require servicing. 
 

https://help.brother-usa.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/65109#Step%204

